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i - node considered
1,2,3,4,5 - immediate neighbors of node i
rest of nodes - immediate neighbor’s neighbors
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Coarse-mesh triangle 456 with neighbors
fine-mesh node
coarse-mesh nodes
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Initial grid - 1511 nodes, 2930 elements
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Drag Vs farfield placementÓ
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Adaptation parameter: bi-quadratic flow solution













Adaptation parameter: reconstructed flow solution
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Adapted grid: 1st iteration - 3792 nodes, 7496 elements
error tolerance= 0.0001










Final adapted grid - 9053 nodes, 17560 elements
error tolerance= 0.0001
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Adapted grid: 1st iteration - 3433 nodes, 6717 elements
error tolerance= 0.0005










Final adapted grid - 7059 nodes, 13592 elements
error tolerance= 0.0005
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Pressurecontours near the leading edgeof airfoil
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Pressurecontours near the leading edgeof airfoil
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Adapted grid: 1st iteration - 3054 nodes, 5959 elements
error tolerance= 0.0075










Final adapted grid - 7555 nodes, 14758 elements
error tolerance= 0.0075
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Bi−quadratic flow solution: error tolerance = 0.0001X
Error corrected drag in adaptive run
Drag from uniform refinement
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Lift Vs farfield placement»
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Adaptation parameter: reconstructed flow solution























Adaptation parameter in initial grid (for 1st adaptation)
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Adaptation parameter in the final adapted grid
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Final adapted grid - 7174 nodes, 13879 elements
error sensor = 0.01* lift
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Final adapted grid - 10808 nodes, 20991 elements
error sensor = 0.0075* lift
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Final adapted grid - 3676 nodes, 7158 elements
error sensor = 0.01* lift
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Final adapted grid - 6190 nodes, 12145 elements
error sensor = mean + 3 smoothing iter


































































Pressurecontours near the leading edge in final adapted grid
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Initial grid - 2876 nodes, 5552 elements
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Final adapted grid - 5462 nodes, 10702 elements
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Final adapted grid - 29861 nodes, 58793 elements
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Initial grid - 2632 nodes, 5023 elements
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Final adapted grid - 26264 nodes, 51392 elements
error sensor = 0.05* lift
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Final adpated grid - 41855 nodes, 82057 elements
error sensor = 0.035* lift
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Uniformly refine grid (161721 nodes)
















Uniformly refined grid (161721 nodes)


















Uniformly refined grid (161721 nodes)

















Uniformly refined grid (161721 nodes)
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